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Maya 4.5 Fundamentals takes the user from a  review of 3D fundamentals to a working knowledge of creating content in Maya  4.5. Topics covered include the interface and primary tools, modeling with NURBS  and polygons, applying materials and textures, lighting, using modifiers and  deformers, animating scenes, using cameras, rendering stills and animations, and  using particle systems, dynamics, and paint effects. New features in 4.5 are  also included in this updated and expanded version. Special appendices cover  making the change from 3ds max or LightWave to Maya. Video-captured movies on  the accompanying CD supplement the tutorial foundation of the book and will  provide a salient selling point. The most exciting thing to be included on the  CD is the video-captured tutorial movies created to supplement the tutorials in  the book. This feature alone has the equivalent value of several training  videos. In addition, the CD will include project files and color screen  captures.
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Scientifically Speaking: A Dictionary of Quotations, Second EditionTaylor & Francis, 2000
In 1995 I needed a book of statistical quotations. When I went to the library I found that there wasn’t such a book and so decided to compile my own. That book of statistical quotations has now grown into a series of six science quotation books. Scientifically Speaking: A Dictionary of Quotations, the sixth book of the series, is the largest...
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Digital Nets and Sequences: Discrepancy Theory and Quasi-Monte Carlo IntegrationCambridge University Press, 2010

	Indispensable for students, invaluable for researchers, this comprehensive treatment of contemporary quasi-Monte Carlo methods, digital nets and sequences, and discrepancy theory starts from scratch with detailed explanations of the basic concepts and then advances to current methods used in research. As deterministic versions of the Monte...
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Natural Computing in Computational Finance: Volume 2 (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	Recent years have seen the widespread application of Natural Computing algorithms (broadly defined in this context as computer algorithms whose design draws inspiration from phenomena in the natural world) for the purposes of financial modelling and optimisation. A related stream of work has also seen the application of learning mechanisms...
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International Business Management: Succeeding in a Culturally Diverse World (Springer Texts in Business and Economics)Springer, 2018

	
		This textbook explores the theoretical and practical aspects of managing international business operations while also dealing with multi-cultural, multi-national and global issues of managing business expansion beyond the domestic market. A second, revised edition of Managing Internationally: Succeeding in a Culturally Diverse...
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Programming in Visual Basic 2010: The Very Beginner's GuideCambridge University Press, 2010

	This is an introduction to programming using Microsoft's Visual Basic.NET 2010. It is intended for novice programmers with little or no programming experience or no experience with Visual Basic. The text emphasizes programming logic and good programming techniques with generous explanations of programming concepts written from a...
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Foundation ASP.NET for FlashFriends of Ed, 2005
ASP.NET 2.0 is the new version of Microsoft's groundbreaking server-side scripting language. There is currently a huge demand to integrate dynamic content into Flash websites and applications and, as a solid competitor to technologies such as JSP, PHP, and ColdFusion, ASP.NET is one of the most popular choices to achieve this.
Used in...
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